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BEFORE- AND AFTER.
SALES SERVICE,
SO CLIENTS ENJOY
COMPLETE PEACE OF
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HOME SEM|-DETACHED HOUSE lN KATONG SIZE 4,000SQF

After living in their three-storey house for more than 20 years, the owners wanted a fresh new

look for it. Letting in more natural light was a big step towards this goal for Ade Living Design

Studio. The designers reconfigured the spaces on the ground floor, building an extension for

the kitchen and creating two separate areas for enteftaining.

One challenge the team faced was the need to marry the husband's fondness for both

classical and Oriental pieces with his wish for modern decor. To blend the diverse styles

together harmoniously, the desrgner chose a muted cream hue for the house, so furnishings

like the antique Oriental coffee and side tables as well as the accessories would stand out.

A red and black colour scheme was used for the sleek open-concept kitchen beside the

classically-styled dining area, which features a Victorian dining set and crystal chandelier.

An outdoor deck overlooks the lap pool and serves as a space for the family to enjoy

alfresco meals or to sunbathe. )
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For the master bedroom on the second level, the designer took advantage of

the high pitch roof by building a platform for the bed. "This visually segregates the

bedroom into separate sleeping and entertainment areas," says the designer. The

tall, padded headboard adds drama to the bedroom. The W console was cleverly

built to swivel 360 degrees, so the owners can watch W from the comfort of their bed

as well. A metal wire chandelier was specially chosen as it creates a unique pattern on

the ceiling when switched on.

The third storey houses a private sanctuary for the owners' son. "As the son is the

only occupant on this floor, we came up with the idea of an open-concept bathroom,"

explains the designer. The spacious bathroom boasts its own separate shower area

and a bathtub with a view of the study area. To take advantage of the pitch roof,

seating-cum-storage was built at the bay window outside the bathroom, providing

a casual lounge area for lazy afternoons. The window by the ceiling of the son's

room lets in natural light.

To create a relaxing resort feel for the outdoor areas, the team created a water

feature that flows from the Balinese sandstone feature wall and the end of the

swimming pool. An outdoor patio with its own seating area was added at the front

of the house. E

ARTE LIVING DESIGN STUDIO

COMPANY PROFILE Founding paftners Gary Boo and Garine Leong, together with design
consultant Norvin Teo, pride themselves on providing complete, all-inclusive services,
from home building to meticulous project management, the sourcing and styling of
furnishings and after-sales follow-up.
STRENGTH Modern, clean-cut and atfordable designs that maximise space,
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